[Sexual desire disorders in women].
To evaluate the clinical presentation of women's sexual desire disorders (SDD) and therapeutic options, suggested in the literature. Review of articles published on this subject in the Medline database, selected according to their scientific relevance, of consensus conferences and published guidelines. Female sexual desire is eminently multifactorial. The clinician should take into account the distress of the woman presenting with a SDD by relating this to the sexual history and the general context (pathological, biological…) together with the relationship with the partner. Other sexual disorders should be considered particularly arousal disorders which are frequently associated with SDD in women. SDD is one of the most difficult symptoms of female sexual dysfunction to treat since it is difficult to delimit the normal and the pathological. Without desire, the lack of sexual activity cannot be perceived as suffering. However, the consequences of this situation mean that she will consult the specialist fearing either that she could lose her partner, or that she is different in a normative society. A woman who is fulfilled will not have a problem with desire. The therapeutic objective can be to re-establish reactive desire in the affective context of the couple. The complexity and the multifactorial nature of TDS in women means that no unique solution is satisfactory; the initial assessment and a precise aim for therapeutic management are essential.